Conference Closing
476 registered participants (including delegates, students, exhibitors, organisers, editors, invited)

Repartition: 338 delegates, 31 sponsored students, 14 students, 62 exhibitors, 11 LOC members, 6 editors, 14 others.

49 registered companions
366 participants for Wednesday outing, 210 for CERN Visit
## Sponsors and Exhibitors

**Sponsors:**

- CRF Communications & Power Industries
- THALES
- VAT Leader in Vacuum Valves
- PANTECHNIK
- KRYOTECHNIK

**Exhibitors:**

- AFT microwave
- DANFYSIK
- MDG
- radiabeam TECHNOLOGIES
- bergoz
- DB Systems
- microwave amps
- SIGMA PHI
- BEVATECH
dmp
- STANGENES A/S
- NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
- THALES
- ANSALDO GATTO TECHNOLOGIES
- Ferrite Microwave Technologies
- NTG
- TOSHIBA Leading Innovation
- MUSTER
- FORSTER INCENDEBURGESSELT
- research instrument
- research group
- VACOM
- Cosylab
- FRIATEC
- Saes Group
- Vadatech
- CST
- Scandinova
- VDL

5 sponsors
33 exhibitors
Regional distribution of contributions

Total contributions by region:
- Asia: 27%
- Europe: 44%
- North America: 28%
- Middle East: 2%

Oral posters by region:
- Asia: 20%
- Europe: 49%
- North America: 29%
- Middle East: 2%

Regular posters by region:
- Asia: 29%
- Europe: 43%
- North America: 27%
- Middle East: 1%
Contribution types vs classifications

% total 2014
% invited orals
% oral poster
% poster

01 Electron Accelerators
- 16.7%
- 19.6%
- 16.7%
- 16.3%

02 Proton and Ion
- 27.6%
- 25.5%
- 27.8%
- 27.9%

03 Technology
- 36.1%
- 31.4%
- 36.1%
- 36.8%

04 Beam Dynamics, etc
- 18.4%
- 15.7%
- 16.7%
- 19.0%
Final paper count (4 Sept.): 401 abstracts, after ~108 withdrawn papers,
**Status of Proceedings**

**Schedule**

- Deadline for Upload: 26th August / Pre-conference Processing at CERN: 27th August to 30th August / Editing at Conference: 1st September to 5th September
- Closure of paper submission: Thursday 4th September at noon .. Still missing papers
- Pre-press release of Proceedings: Friday 5th September
Thanks to:

- JACoW collaboration and the editing and author reception team in general and
- M. Draper (setting up of SPMS instance and IT), V. Schaa (abstract booklet ..), R. Müller (paper upload ..), J. Chrin (upload server at PSI), M. Arena (SPMS programming and help with it),
  H. Martinet (IT setting up), J. Poole (advice, ..), C. Petit-Jean Genaz ..
Thanks to support team
Next LINAC Conferences

LINAC16 by FRIB @ MSU (USA)
End of September 2016

LINAC18 by IHEP @ Beijing (China)
September 2018